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Abstract. Basic exact solutions for an unsteady point heat source in a uniform
stream are presented. The governing equation is solved using changes of variables
and Laplace transform. Both diffusion and convection are important. The pe-
riodic source sheds a trail of thermal energy packets, alternating and rapidly de-
creasing in strength. The suddenly started source reaches steady state in a time of
4(diffusivity)/(velocity)2.

Introduction and formulation. Convection and diffusion are the basic mechanisms
underlying heat, mass, and momentum transfer. It seems, however, there are very
few exact solutions for unsteady convection-diffusion problems [1,2]. Literature in
this area either approximated the problem by assumptions such as boundary layer
theory or directly integrated the governing partial differential equations numerically.
In this note we shall introduce some simple exact solutions to the unsteady diffusion-
convection equation.

Consider a point source in a uniform stream. The governing equation is

T', + UT'x,=a(T'x,x, + T'y,y, + T'zlz,). (1)

Here, T' is the temperature (concentration) difference, U is the constant free
stream velocity, and a is diffusivity. We normalize all lengths by 2a/U, the time
by l/co, where co is some frequency scale, and drop primes. Eq. (1) becomes

(^r) + f„). (2)

Set
T' = cex<j)(x, y, z, t), (3)

where c is a constant to be determined. Eq. (2) further reduces to

[IF) + 0 = V20- (4)
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Let the heat (mass) flux from the point source at the origin be a given function of
time q(t); thus

q[t) = lim (-^nr'h^r) . (5)
r —>o y or J

Here, k is the conductivity and (/, 6) are spherical coordinates:

/ 2 a
r = —rU

Eq. (5) yields

= \l(x')2 + (/)2 + (z')2, x' = r'cos6. (6)

0-5SET?- (7)
Another boundary condition is the decay of temperature difference at infinity,

lim ercosB(j){r, 6, ?) = 0. (8)
r—>oo

From the boundary conditions and Eq. (4), we conclude (f> must be a function of
(r, t) only. Thus,

<Kr,t) + Wt = \(r2<l>r)r, (9)
r

2where A = 4a>a/U . Eqs. (7)-(9) are to be solved with given q(t).

Periodic source. In this case

q(t) =3?eq0e'"" , (10)

where q0 is the strength amplitude. We set

%U
Snak (ID

and Eq. (7) becomes

Let

Eq. (9) simplifies to

^ = -7- (12)

cfi(r,t) = ^e". (13)

(1 + iX)g = grr. (14)
The solution, satisfying g(0) = 1 and limr_aoerg/r = 0, is

g = exp -(1 + A2)'/4 exp f ^ tan 1 A ) r (15)

The normalized temperature distribution T is

T - — = &e excf)(r, t) = - exp
c r

cos

r, / . ,2,1/4 /I - I .r cos 0 — r( 1 + A ) cos - tan A

I - r( 1 + A2)1/4 sin tan ' / (16)
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When the frequency co (and thus A) becomes zero, the steady state temperature
distribution [3,4] is recovered,

T=-ex~r. (17)
r

As k increases, the phase shift increases and the amplitude rapidly decreases. Also
convection effects, represented by exp(rcos6>), become less dominant. Fig. 1 (see
p. 52) shows the constant temperature lines at various times. A series of thermal
concentrations, altering in sign, are convected downstream. Due to diffusion, their
strength decreases with distance.

Sudden constant course. In this case

f qn, t > 0,<7(0= ° , ' (18)10, t < 0.
2Since there is no natural time scale we set oj = U /(4a) and define the Laplace

transform
roo

f(r,s)=Jz?<f> = / e st 4>(r, t) dt, s > 0. (19)
Jo

The governing equations become

(l+s)f=\(r2fr)r, (20)
r

linj/r = —!• (21)
r-0 sr~

lim f < 0(e~r). (22)
r—>oo

Here the constant c is defined as in Eq. (11). The solution is

jL ^
sr ;

The Laplace inversion is

— 1 pi... \ 1 rs>— I ( 1 — vT+sr\<t>{r,t)=& f(r,s) = -&

—3/2 I r2' ITS 4, )dL <24'

The integral in Eq. (24) unfortunately cannot be evaluated in closed form. One can
show, using the final value theorem, that

oo) = Vr. (25)

This agrees with the steady state solution Eq. (17).
For small times and r — 0(1) one can approximate the integral as follows. Define

5 = / + ^- > 1, t = i(s - \Js2 - r2) « 1. (26)
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Fig. 1. Periodic source in uniform stream, X = 1 . Lines shown are
for constant normalized temperature T (upper half only), (a) f = 0,
(b) I = 7t/4 , (c) t = n/2 , (d) t = in/4 .
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In terms of 5 , Eq. (24) becomes
—3/2 / N

2 ) C V V?^?y
Expanding in a Taylor series for large 5 and integrating by parts give

<j>{r, t) = -L= I I - ^ ^ I g"' I 1 ~ J (27)i rs{t) (i
''t]=2V*L \

_ 2 /"c
2Vn(j){r, t) /

°o

7? i+|4+o(5-4)
8 5

[" 1 -1 / 3 2 3\ -2 / 15 2 15 \ -3 -4,
1 ~ o* + or +a)s - \T2r +-5- 5 +°(5 )rsjs [ 2 V8 4) V16 " / J (28)

For general r and t, the value of 0 can be numerically integrated from Eq. (24).
It is more advantageous to make the change of variable

v = 1 - e~', v in [0, 1]. (29)

Then
/•"(') -./I r r2

dv. (30)2\Zncj) = [
Jo

V(,) -3/2[- ln(l - w)] exp 41n(l - v)
The results through quadrature by Simpson's rule are shown in Fig. 2. We see that

Fig. 2. The integral 2\[h<t> as a function of r for various
constant t.
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Fig. 3. Constant T lines for a sudden constant source in uniform
stream, (a) 1 = 0.01 , (b) t = 0.1 , (c) I = oo (Eq. 17).
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for t 1 j steady state is effectively attained. Our approximate solution Eq. (28) is
accurate for small t and small (j>.

Using Fig. 2, the temperature distributions at various times after the introduction
of the step source are shown in Fig. 3. In the beginning diffusion dominates. A
balance between diffusion and convection is reached when t > 1 or t' > 4a/U2.

Since the governing equation is linear, we may be able to superpose solutions.
Thus, if the source strength is suddenly turned off at t = t{ , the solution is

( 0, t < 0,
T= < <p{r, t) exp(r cos d), 0 <t<t{, (31)

( [4>(r, t) -<f)(r, t - /j)]exp(rcos$), t{ < t.

We expect a packet of thermal energy transported and diffused downstream.

Conclusions. This note presents, for the first time, two important exact solutions
for an unsteady point source in a uniform stream. Our results show diffusion, includ-
ing axial diffusion which is ignored in boundary layer theory, is quite dominant in
unsteady problems. Also the quasi-steady assumption could not be valid if the time
scale is less than 4a/U . The exact solutions presented here also serve as standards
for testing numerical schemes involving diffusion and convection.
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